
A STATUE HEAD OF THE "GREAT MOTHER" 
DISCOVERED IN SAMOTHRACE 

(PLATES 89-92) 

N 1988 a fine under-life-sized head from a statue (P1. 89) was discovered in Samothrace 
during excavations in the area of the Neorion, or Ship Monument, which is located 

on the West Hill of the Sanctuary of the Great Gods.1 This head probably belonged to 
a votive statue of the "Great Mother" (a goddess known in antiquity as Mother of the 
Gods, Kybele, and Magna Mater) in the same scheme as that represented on a series of 
Samothracian coins of the Hellenistic period (P1. 90:a). It is the only sculpture of this 
type to have been found in the Sanctuary at Samothrace, which was one of the most 
important places of worship of the Great Mother. It is also one of the finest examples 
of this sculptural type that has survived. 

The head is of white, fine-grained marble. It is quite well preserved, being broken 
in only a few places: horizontally ca. 0.01 m. above the hairline, at the tip of the nose, 
and at the back of the neck on the left side. The back of head and neck are flat and roughly 
dressed with a chisel (P1. 89:b). The bottom of the neck is carved into a fairly shallow 
tenon of triangular outline, which was inserted into a statue, now lost. 

On each side a long twisted lock of hair, carved free of the neck, extends from behind 
the ear to the shoulder. The hair is centrally parted and pulled back with a narrow, 
shallowly chiseled fillet. The brows curve downward toward the outer corners of the eyes, 
and the long, narrow bridge of the nose is flat with sharp edges. The small, full mouth 
is slightly open. The underchin is plump, and the neck has two "Venus rings". The head 
turns slightly to the right and has an upward tilt. 

The surface of the marble is finely finished. Evidence for the use of the point remains 
in two areas that would not have been visible: on the left side of the neck behind the lock of 
hair and on the bottom surface of the tenon. The flat surface of the back of the head 
and neck was dressed with a flat chisel. A drill was used to undercut the long locks of 
hair at either side of the neck; drill channels are visible at the intersection of neck and 
shoulder on both sides. The ear canals are drilled, as is the deeply indented area between 
the inside corners of the eyes and the root of the nose. 

The shallow tenon is dowelless, but the arms and feet of the statue may have been 
attached separately by means of dowels, judging from the large number of sculptural 

1 Samothrace inv. no. 88.523. Max. p.H. 0.220 m. H. face 0.123 m. Max. W face 0.131 m. Max. W 
neck 0.121 m. Found August 5, 1988, north of the northwest corner of the Roman Building (west of the 
Neorion), in Byzantine fill (West Hill 48-50 S/ 29.20 W; level: -7.54; brown earth with small to medium 
field stones). Well preserved. White, fine-grained marble with calcareous encrustation; somewhat sugary 
surface. Notebook: VII p. 178. Diary: P. 244. 
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fragments of comparable size with dowel holes, found in the Sanctuary of the Great Gods, 
especially in the area of the West Hill.2 

That this head represents a mature goddess is indicated by the plump underchin 
and "Venus rings" on the neck. She has the long shoulder locks seen frequently in 
representations of nurturing, motherly divinities.3 The slight turn of the head and the 
parted lips convey the impression of a living, breathing deity. This aspect, together with 
the classicizing treatment of the brow and nose, suggests a date for the sculpture in the 
Hellenistic period (3rd-Ist centuries B.C.). So does the fact that the statue was probably 
pieced together, as were many of the 2nd-century B.C. pedimental sculptures of the Hieron 
at Samothrace.4 The style of this head may be compared, for example, with that of several 
statues of Hellenistic goddesses (P1. 90:b-d).5 It is also close to the style used for the 
goddesses on the Great Altar at Pergamon (e.g. P1. 91 :a, b). 

The iconography of the Samothracian head corresponds to that of sculptural repre- 
sentations of the Great Mother (P1. 91 :c, d, 92:a, b),6 who is usually shown with long locks 
of hair, one at either side of her neck as on the Samothrace head (P1. 89). The latter is also 
similar to some representations of Demeter in her capacity of earth goddess, with whom 
the Great Mother was sometimes conflated by the Greeks (P1. 92:c).7 The head is not 
likely to depict the youthful goddess Isis, whose long hair is characteristically rendered 
in corkscrew curls.8 Nor does it depict Kore-Persephone, who is also a younger goddess, 
and who is usually represented with her hair tied up in the coiffure of a bride.9 

That the Samothrace head is tilted upwards suggests that it is from a seated rather 
than a standing statue. The standard statue type of the Mother of the Gods shows her 
seated, with head turned upwards and slightly to the right, on a throne with a high back 
and footstool (Pls. 91 :c, d, 92:b). She wears a peplos over a chiton with a himation draped 
over one shoulder, her head decorated with a fillet and polos or mural crown, her left hand 

2 A sandaled foot (inv. no. 88.551), found about two meters to the south of the findspot of the head 
under discussion, and a draped wrist fragment (inv. no. 88.129), found about ten meters to the south, are of 
similar size, material, and workmanship. 88.129 preserves a himation draped over a left wrist; the hand 
was extended and may have held an attribute. 

3 As, for example, the Eirene and Ploutos group of Kephisodotos: see Stewart 1990, pp. 173-174, 
pls. 485, 486. 

4 For the pedimental sculptures from the Hieron see Samothrace III, i, pp. 237-387; also P. W Lehmann 
1962. 

5 The plates in Marcade 1969 and in Kabus-Preisshofen 1989 provide the best idea of the range of 
stylistic options used for the heads of goddesses in the Hellenistic period. Kabus-Preisshofen catalogue 
nos. 1 and 97-99 and Marcade 1969, pl. XLI:A449 are quite similar to the Samothrace head in style. 
Compare, also, representations of other divinities, such as the Artemis from the cult group of Despoina 
at Lykosoura (Smith 1991, pl. 301:3). For the Great Altar at Pergamon see Kahler 1948. 

6 The best recent discussions of the iconography of the "Great Mother" are in Naumann 1983 and 
Vermaseren 1977-1989. 

7 See Kabus-Preisshofen 1975, Taf. 11, 20; Vermaseren 1977, p. 32:f; LIMC IV, i, addenda, s.v. Demeter, 
and Peschlow-Bindokat 1972. 

8 See LIMC V, ii, s.v. Isis 34, 52, 61, 62; also Smith 1991, pp. 75-76, pls. 90, 251. 
9 See Kabus-Preisshofen 1975, Taf. 14, 16. 
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resting on a tympanum or holding a scepter, and her right hand holding a patera. 10 The 
representation of the Great Mother of this specific type on a series of Samothracian coins 
from the Hellenistic period (P1. 90:a) shows the goddess holding a scepter in her left hand 
and with lions at either side of her throne.'1 It is possible that the Samothrace statue 
was of this type. Alternatively, the goddess could have been shown holding a tympanum, 
with a lion on her lap (P1. 92:a). A good idea of the lost statue body may be gained from 
a headless statue (1.3 m. high) of the Great Mother, dating to the 4th century B.C., found in 
1971 in a small Metroon at Moschato in Piraeus (P1. 92:d).12 

The Samothrace head is half life-sized, suggesting that the statue as a whole stood 
slightly less than a meter high. Its size indicates that it was a votive, rather than a cult 
statue. That the back of the head and neck are cut as a flat surface suggests that the head 
may have been veiled (as P1. 92:a), that is, that a separate piece of drapery rendered in 
stone or perhaps wood was attached here. On the other hand, the flatness of the back 
of the head and neck could simply indicate that the statue stood against a wall or in a 
small naiskos, as is often seen in relief representations of the Great Mother (P1. 92:b). The 
good state of preservation of the head suggests that the statue was placed inside a building, 
in a location relatively near its findspot, perhaps in the Neorion or in the nearby "Roman 
building" (a structure that is rectangular in shape and of unknown function), which has 
a low bench (ca. 0.5 m. high) skirting its interior walls that could have been used to display 
votives of this sort. The head of a half-life-sized seated statue, positioned on this kind 
of bench, would have been approximately at the observer's eye level. 

What would have been the model for such a statue? The famous statue of the Great 
Mother in the Metroon in Athens seems to have inspired many variations in large- and 
small-scale sculpture. Arrian describes the scheme of the statue in Athens (Perzplous 9): 13 

[The goddess of Phasis] to judge by her posture would seem to be Rhea; she has a cymbal 
in her hands and lions beneath the throne and is seated as is the statue of Pheidias in 
the Metroon at Athens.14 

The Samothrace head does not seem to have been inspired by a single famous prototype, 
however; by the time of its creation this seated-statue type had become widespread in 
Greece and Asia Minor. 

10 This enthroned statue type did not become common in Greece and Asia Minor until the Hellenistic 
period. Ancient writers tell us that a seated statue of the Great Mother stood in the Metroon in Athens 
in the 5th century B.C. (see Agora III, pp. 150-160). No sculptured versions of this type from the 5th century 
have survived, although they do occur in vase painting (see Naumann 1983, Taf. 24: volute-krater from 
Spina in Ferrara). 

1 See Gadbery 1992 (pp. 331-339, esp. p. 332, note 5). See also Head 1911, p. 263 and Head 1968, 
p. 75. 

12 On the Piraeus metroon see Papachristodoulou 1971, pp. 140-146 and pl. I.; also Michaud 1972, 
p. 611 and fig. 68. Compare the similar (headless) statue of the Great Mother found during excavations 
in the Temple of Cybele on the Palatine in Rome (Vermaseren 1977-1989, III, no. 3, with pl. XIII). 

13 Agora III, no. 468. el 8' &v &i6 ye tou ax5vuczoq trXcVpaCpoVtVW ' NPtc xczt yap x u,cPzov E tte& 
XEtPC 6XL xct XovTOCq 6n6 x4) Op6vw, xox X60~TCL (SaTrEp v tV ,)n tp4xT AO )VY)LV h Toi 4ELUOU. 

14 Pliny (NH 36.17): a reference to a famous statue of the Great Mother by Agorakritos in the Metroon at 
Athens. 
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Additional support for the proposed identification of this head is provided by ancient 
literary sources, which reveal how closely the worship of the Great Mother was associated 
with the island of Samothrace. The cult of the Great Gods at Samothrace involved the 
worship of several divinities, who were grouped around a major figure. This major figure 
was the Mother of the Gods. She was similar to the Great Mother of Anatolia, the 
Phrygian Kybele, and to the Greek Rhea. See, for example, Lucian's discussion of the 
worship of Rhea (de Dea Syria 15): 

Attis was Lydian in origin, and was the first to teach the secret rites devoted to Rhea. The 
rites performed by the Phrygians, the Lydians, and the Samothracians were all learned 
from Attis; for when Rhea castrated him, he left off the masculine form of life, took on a 
feminine appearance, put on women's garments and, traveling into every land, performed 
secret rites, related what he had suffered, and sang the praises of Rhea. 15 

Ancient writers also identified the Samothracian goddess with the Great Mother of 
Mount Ida. For example, we hear from Diodorus Siculus (3.55.7-9) that the queen 
of the Amazons, 

while subduing some of the rest of the islands, was caught up in a storm, and after she had 
offered up prayers for her safety to the Mother of the Gods, she was carried to one of 
the uninhabited islands; on this island, in obedience to a vision which she beheld in her 
dreams, she made [this island] sacred to this goddess, and set up altars there and offered 
magnificent sacrifices.... However, after the Amazons had returned to the continent, the 
myth relates, the Mother of the Gods, well pleased with the island, settled on it certain 
other people, and also her own sons, who are known by the name of Korybantes-who 
their father was is handed down in their initiation as a matter not to be divulged; and 
she taught the mysteries which are now celebrated on the island, and she ordained by 
law that the sacred area should enjoy the right of sanctuary. 16 

15 Samothrace I, no. 144. 'Arqq U ytvoq ,uAv Au865 hv, tp&-oq U t& 6pyzt& &a i P 'tNvv &&M86&Roo. xot 
& pu'yeq xot Au8ot xodt EoV60pcxeq &1n=XtouOw, 'OAttG & 1tvta 6,ua6ov GM y&p ,uw i PtY , 
3tou ,uAv &vapv(ou &nen aGUro, ,uopqhv U oenxtv LVL4)otvo xact &o6vtcz yuVazxYCLY(v &ve&uoaoo xact &q 
nta&ov yrv (povt)v 6pyL& -re iterXee xozt t& gtz6cev tnvyftro xozt 'PNv )eLaev. 

16 Samothrace I, no. 31. gieLrot xodt tv &XX&WV VV)Ov tLVOC xavacazp-po,utviv XELVICZOsVOCL, xclt nOLV-q 
aocivnvv tn ,urnpt t6v rO v O COx t'c p trV) O&rpLcaq npoaeveXo1vcL V4V)O rlVt t6v Ep5,u6v- tocau-v 
U x tLr &V tO L v 6Vot e posl (p cvxatocv xczOLEp&)aczL t7n npoagpvvn otra, xcd f3voUq tipuacOa6czL xct 

ouatcg uyXo7tpOonpenLs &naeXaocv 6vouvaocL U oc6)thv EouoOp x(v, 67nep etvocL VeOepVuveu6Vevov et4 TqV 

'EXXYvLxhv 8L&XExtoV tep& cv VY)OOW 6VLOL U t&)V tatOpLX&)V XtyOUaL t6 ip6 toU Eaipov Ocutrv xacxoujiEvnv 
Onfo t&)v xzotoLxo'u'vcov &v oc6t no-r Ep~xC)v EocoOppxnv 6voVICZOYvcZ. ou CI v a &XX& tcv AViCC6vWv 
&n7cvexOouO&)v etY x 7v gnteyov uuOOXOyOuOL tgv Vntpac tcv OEOv e60C patrv0ezdv tn V#c(au &XXou5 tt 
twLvocq v oc6Ct xczotoLxtfoL xod toCu &ovutq utoCu toCu 6voVo,utvouq Kopuf3czvtza &X o6 8' eoat ntrp6q 
Ev &iopptry xcta& tnv teXe-tv n7cpcz&ooOczv xczczaeRLacL U xcd t& vuv &v OC6Ith auvtexou,ueva pLuO-tYL 
xact tr6 tievoq &OUXOV vovo4o6tYao. 

On the worship of Kybele and Attis and how it fitted into the cult of the Great Gods, see Cole 1984, esp. 
pp. 26-37; also Samothrace III, ii, pp. 42-47 and K. Lehmann 1983, pp. 24-28, esp. 24-27. From Diodorus 
Siculus (5.48-50.1 = Samothrace I, no. 142) we hear a bit about the paraphernalia of these mysteries. He tells 
us that among the gifts presented at the wedding of Cadmus and Harmonia, which took place on the island 
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By Hellenistic times the Samothracians felt entitled to claim that the rites of the Phrygian 
mother had actually originated on their island and had been exported from it to Asia 
Minor by Dardanos. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Antiquitates romanae 1.61.2-4)17 tells us 
that Dardanos founded Samothrace and subsequently emigrated from the island to Asia 
with his son Idaios, 

who occupied the mountains which are now called after him the Idaean mountains, and 
there founded a sanctuary to the Mother of the Gods and instituted secret and initiatory 
rites which are observed to this day throughout all Phrygia.'8 

The textual evidence, then, shows how expectable a votive statue of the Great Mother 
would have been in a Samothracian context. 

It seems fitting that this syncretistic goddess, who was associated with both Asia and 
Greece, should have been such a strong presence on Samothrace, an island that was 
geographically situated between these two worlds. How was this goddess conceived of 
on the island itself? Presumably she meant different things to initiates from different parts 
of the ancient world. In the native language of Samothrace, which was in use down to the 
Hellenistic period, she was probably known as Axieros. We hear from several sources that 
Axieros was one of the Great Gods of Samothrace, for example, the Scholia Laurentiana 
to Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 1.917: 

The initiation at Samothrace is into the cult of the Kabeiroi, as Mnaseas says, and the 
names of [the gods], four in number, are Axieros, Axiokersa, Axiokersos. Axieros is 
Demeter, Axiokersa is Persephone, and Axiokersos is Hades. Kasmilus, who is added 
as the fourth, is Hermes, as Dionysodorus relates.19 

of Samothrace, were "the sacred rites of the Mother of the Gods, as she is called, together with cymbals 
and kettledrums and the ecstatic revelers of her ritual. ... " It is possible that the rings of magnetized iron 
that have been found in the Sanctuary (see K. Lehmann 1983, pl. 9) were distributed to initiates, so that they 
could continue to benefit from the Great Mother's protection after they left the island. 

17 Samothrace I, no. 59. ... 'IBatos tAv 6 Aapk&vou tippoq 5 c -xpa-s 6Xwv &v coZs 6pecLv & vu)v 
'I&aza ix' & xEEvoU Vyvm, Mv6a tixcpt 6v tep6v t8puioqievoq 6pyLa zat XceX-caq xa-ceo5ac-o, cat xat 
etq -c6k Xp6vou xtai,voucLv &v &vtacon bpuytc. 

18 Compare Clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus 2.13.3 (= Samothrace I, no. 145): "a curse then upon the 
man who started this deception for mankind, whether it was Dardanus, who introduced the mysteries of the 
Mother of the Gods, or Aetion, who founded the secret and mystic rites of the Samothracians." 6Xovo 
oiv 6 -dU &piac -Cn &ina`&-C &vOp6toL7, El 6 A&p&zvoq, 6 [VoR p6q 6ev xawAetzaq -Ca, &u pLa, El 
'He-&v, 6 & Eato0p+xcav 6pyLa xatceXe&as 6noc-a6evoq. 

19 Samothrace I, no. 150. pu ouv-aL U Ev n EapoOpqxn cot- KapetpoLq, &q Mvaczcaq z cp at -cd 'a 
6vo6tiaw ao-v, 5' -xov &pLOti6v, 'Aitepoq, 'AW6xepoca, 'AMOxepooq. 'AMtepoq ,uAv o6v &orcv h Ar p 
'ALox`poca U h lleposcp6vr , 'AM6xepooq U o 'A6 r). 6 U npocx-pLouevoq -cxapcoq Kac.taXos 6 
'Eptiirq &-cv, cx torcopet ALoviuo68poq.... Several other ancient authors say much the same thing 
(see Samothrace I, nos. 150a-e). Alternatively, in some ancient sources, the Great Gods are identified with 
the Dioskouroi or with the Korybantes, suggesting that Axiokersa could refer to the Mother of the Gods, 
while Axieros and Axiokersos could refer to two attendant male deities (see Cole 1984, pp. 2-3). 
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We do not know if any of the Samothracian gods were ever individually addressed by 
the name of a Greek divinity, such as Demeter, Rhea, Kybele, Hades, or Persephone. 
Samothracian inscriptions are silent about the identity of the Great Gods; they are 
dedicated simply to theoi or megaloi theoi.20 It is probable that the exotic names Axieros, 
Axiokersos, and Axiokersa2l were not to be included in inscriptions because, as part of 
the mysteries, they could not be revealed. A later reflection of this secrecy is found in 
a rhetorical statement in the writings of the emperorJulian: 

Shall I write about things not to be spoken of and divulge what ought not to be divulged? 
Shall I utter the unutterable? Who is Attis or Gallus? Who then is the Mother of the 
Gods? She is the source of the intellectual and creative gods, who in their turn guide 
the visible gods: she is both mother and the spouse of mighty Zeus... she is in control 
of every form of life, and the cause of all generation.... 22 

In conclusion, the art-historical and ancient literary evidence supports an identifica- 
tion of this fine statue head from Samothrace as the Great Mother. While representations 
of this goddess are plentiful in Greek art, very few freestanding sculptures of the seated 
type survive. The larger, marble seated statues are all headless. On a smaller scale, plenty 
of statuettes and reliefs survive intact, but their heads are stylistically abbreviated. This 
makes the Samothrace sculpture important. In quality it is well above the general run 
of under-life-sized votives of this goddess. It is also unique in being the only representation 
of a principle deity of the Samothracian mystery cult to have been found on this island. 
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a. Coin of Samothrace with seated Great Mother 
(photograph L. Gadbery) 

b. Goddess, from Kos (Istanbul Archaeological 
Museum 1536. H. 0.39 m.) 

;XllDA~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

* 

c. Goddess, from Kos (Stuttgart, d. Artemis (Delos A 449. H. 1.43 in.) 

Landesmuseum 1.57. H. 0.145 in.) 
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PLATE 91 

a. Nyx, Great Altar at Pergamon (Berlin) b. Artemis, Great Altar at Pergamon (Berlin) 

c. Front view d. Side view 3 

c, d. Statuette of the Great Mother (Metropolitan Museum of Art 22.139.24. H. 0.34 in.) 
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PLATE 92 

a. Statuette of the Great Mother b. Statuette of the Great Mother (Syracuse, 
(Fitzwilliam Museum, National Archaeological Museum. H. 0.70 m.) 
Lewis.103.92. H. 0.34 m.) 

) 

d. The Great Mother (Piraeus Archaeological 
c. Demeter (Kos Museum 40. H. 1.08 in.) Museum 3851 and 3852. H. 1.3 in.) 
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